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Abstract 

Objectives of this paper are to discuss the results of an 
experimental calibration program performed on a rigid solar 
collector. Evaluation of the geometry by detail optical 
inspection, of energy collection by calorimeter, and of energy 
intensity by radiometer tests, is discussed. In addition, the 
effect of necessary accessories on the concentrator perform-
ance is presented. The effects discussed include l) deter-
mination of collector efficiency as a function of tracking 
system misorientation angle from "Bullseye" to 2k minutes 
misoriented, 2) transmissivity losses and focused energy 
distortion introduced by vacuum chamber windows, and 5) effi-
ciency as a function of axial of the focal plane mounting. 
Flux distribution results in planes perpendicular to the 
optical axis are discussed. Two methods of flux distribution 
determination were used and are reported comparatively. 
These were the "incremental energy" method using a water 
calorimeter, and a "point by point" method using a RdF minia-
ture radiometer. 

Introduction 

Accurate data on the energy collection characteristics of 
the concentrator are of prime importance to the engineers 
responsible for each of the other components in any solar 
power system. Both optical inspection to determine the geo-
metric characteristics and calorimetric testing to provide 
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quantitative energy collection data have been widely used 
individually. Both methods were employed during the calibra-
tion program for the 5-ft-diam "searchlight" mirror used by 
the "Cavity Vapor Generator" research program.^ 

Each method has unique advantages in addition to providing 
identical, or cross check, empirical data with the other. 
"Optical Inspection" provides an excellent means for l) align-
ment of the optical axis with focal plane hardware and 2) 
mapping the tangential geometric errors. This geometrical 
data can be extrapolated analytically to determine energy 
collection performance. Calorimeter testing enables effici-
ent attainment of energy collection performance under condi-
tions of "Bullseye alignment and variable misorientation, 
with variable system parameters. The calorimeter also can be 
used to obtain macro flux distribution data, by use of varia-
ble apertures and axial positions. 

It is the objective of this paper to illustrate the correla-
tions and the unique data obtained during calibration of the 
CVG mirror (see Fig. l), and thus to some degree contribute 
to resolution of the partisan arguments prevalent In many 
quarters. 

Optical Inspection - Modified Hartman Test 

The modified Hartman test, illustrated schematically In 
Fig. 2, was selected as the control mechanism for the initial 
optical set-up of the CVG mirror. An Opaque screen masks 
direct sunlight from the mirror. Individual holes, or groups 
of holes, in the screen are uncovered and the resulting 
images observed on the target. 

Patterns on the target were observed by viewing the en-
larged image of the target in the mirror. This natural 
enlargement property of the mirror contributed significantly 
to the attainable accuracy of both alignment and subsequent 
data. Fig. 3 shows the Hartman test in progress with the 
operator and observer in position. 

Alignment of the target with the optical axis is accomplish-
ed through simultaneous use of lights from each quadrant of 

'+This is a Solar Thermionic Electrical Power program being 
performed by General Electric Company, Spacecraft Department 
for the U. S. Air Force (ASD Contract AF 33(6l6)-839^). 
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the mirror. Criterion for establishment of the base reference 
focal plane was the most symmetrical superimposed light pattern 
from zone 1 lights. Fig. h shows this pattern photographed in 
the mirror from the position of the observers head in Fig. 3. 
The pattern of Fig. k vividly illustrates the "so^r spot" 
zone of peak flux intensity which receives light from all 
zones of the mirror. 

Contrasting with the solar spot is the fringe pattern formed 
by images from lights striking the rim area of the mirror. 
Fig. 5 shows the fringe zone created by the l8 light from the 
outer most zone. 

Individual image position data were observed for each of 
ik-k points distributed uniformly over the mirror area. The 
paraxial ray intercept point on the focal plane was established 
by the intersection of the major and minor ellipse axes. The 
tangential error then was determined trigonometrically. The 
tangential error pattern established by the survey is shown 
on Fig. 6, and the error distribution is included as Table 1. 

Table 1 Tangential error distribution CVG mirror 

Tangential Error, Percent of mirror 
.n 

1 
2 
3 
k 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

area equal or better 

I5.6 
35.0 
59.^ 
71.9 
19 A 
83.7 
88.1 
91.2 
93.7 
95.0 
96.9 
98.7 

Searchlight mirrors have been generally accepted as the 
practical approach to geometric perfection, and one of the 
objects of this program was to obtain quantitative data on 
this practical limit. Ninety percent of the mirror fell with-
in the 0.125° design point and an additional 8.5^ was between 
0.125° and 0.200°. 
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Reduction of the Hartman test data yielded a family of 
"energy vs aperture" performance curves dependent on effective 
reflectivity shown as Fig. 7« The optical inspection data pro-
vide the qualitative characteristics but need finite informa-
tion on reflectivity to establish physical performance. 

Calorimeter Tests 

An open calorimeter test program was run obtaining quantita-
tive energy collection data with apertures from 0.6 in.to 
1Л in. in diameter. 

Duplicate instrumentation was used on the "solar insola-
tion" and "water temperature" observations, and a "stop watch-
scale" system was used to determine weight flow of water. All 
data points reported represent the average of at least three 
test runs. The duplicate instrumentation on the temperatures 
consisted of general precision thermometers (0.2°F graduations) 
and a copper constantan thermocouple read out by a potentio-
meter. Consistent agreement on the temperature rise within 
0.5°F was obtained. The peak calorimeter energy capture for 
each aperture size, is shown on Fig. 7 against the "Hartman" 
family of curves. 

The degree of correlation qualitatively is excellent and 
indicates that the "effective reflectivity" of the mirror 
closely approximates O.83. This is 0.09 lower than the re-
flectivity of a glass specimen coated with the mirror. This 
decrease is attributed to the dispersion of energy caused by 
the surface finish difference between glass and the polished 
metal mirror. 

This phenomenon of attaining decreased reflectivity is prob-
ably general on fabricated concentrators, which would be used 
in space power systems. It highlights that efforts to attain 
perfection on surface finish should yield appreciable per-
formance improvement. Fig. 8 is a close-up photograph of the 
open calorimeter. The photograph is of the reflected image 
of the calorimeter, taken from a position similar to that used 
for the "Hartman" patterns. Fig. 9 shows a calorimeter test 
in progress on the polar tracker. Orientation control within 
O.25 min was maintained by manual surveilance. 

The scope of the calorimeter program«was increased to deter-
mine effects on performance of important system requirements. 
Principal among these, was the need to establish the losses 
introduced by the vacuum chamber window alternative types and 
the need to determine the performance deterioration with 
increasing misorientation. 
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Two approaches to the vacuum chamber window were tested. 
These included a flat quartz plate and a glass dome. Collec-
tor efficiency was decreased 0.079 by the quartz plate with 
the 1-in (design point) aperture, and 0.152 by the glass dome 
for the same conditions. Peak performance curves for each 
window are shown on Fig. 10 together with the open calorimeter 
and sample "Hartraan"curves. 

Introduction of the quartz plate into the focused cone of 
light had the general effect of shifting the effective focal 
plane of the mirror away from the mirror approximately O.3OO 
in. This was established by the axial traverses with the small 
apertures and confirmed by the flux distribution testing along 
the l.^-in cylinder. Fig. 11 is a photograph of the reflected 
image of the quartz plate calorimeter assembly on test. 

Incorporation of the glass dome into the window position 
affected the focal plane position by less than 0.100. How-
ever, the increased transmissive loss and dispersion losses 
from dome distortions resulted in overall decreased perfor-
mance compared with the flat quartz plate. 

Traverses were run over extended distances along the optical 
axis with each aperture in order to obtain data that when re-
duced yielded flux intensity patterns across planes parallel 
to the focal plane, and along cylinders corresponding to 
cavity sizes. In focal plane analysis, the energy capture 
increase between apertures was divided by the area increment 
corresponding, to determine the average flux intensity. Fig. 
12 illustrates the focal plane flux bar graph pattern, obtain-
ed for both the open natural concentration cone and the light 
cone results after passing through the quartz window. A de-
crease in intensity is noticeable for each area increment; 
however, there is no abrupt change in the pattern of focused 
light inside the chamber. 

Design point diameter for the generator cavity was lJ-i- in. 
As it was highly desirable to establish the energy pattern 
impinging on the cavity wall, traverses were made with a lJ-i-
in aperture through a distance corresponding to the cavity 
length. The energy increment striking the wall between points 
one and two was determined by the decrease of energy captured 
at position two compared with that captured at position one. 
At position two the increment of energy would strike the face 
plate frontal surface and bounce out. Figure 13 shows the 
flux distribution curves obtained in this manner for both the 
open calorimeter and the quartz plate calorimeter assembly. 
The r:bar graphs ! of Fig. 13 are an average of the energy 
striking the wall and locate peak axial patterns. 
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It was desirable to verify the flux distribution by an inde-
pendent method, and if possible to detect any circumferential 
variations that could be used. Traverses were run at twelve 
positions around the l.^-in diam with an RdF miniature radio-
meter, This instrument samples the flux through a 0.010-in-
diam aperture. Figure 13 shows four of these flux patterns 
plotted against the average intensity obtained by incremental 
calorimetry. These curves highlight that variations around 
the circumference are present and are of significant magnitude. 

Misorientation Effect on Performance 

Analytical determination of performance degradation of a 
solar concentrator with misorientation is very difficult 
since all points on the mirror perform individually as a 
function of their radial and circumferential positions in the 
mirror. Most analyses to date have used extreme cases and 
based system requirements on these "conservative" results. 
In order to attain an empirical measure of these effects, 
calorimeter tests were run with high, low, ahead, and behind 
misorientations of 6, 12, 18, and 2h min. 

Figure lk shows the average concentrator performance for 
"Bullseye," 6 min, and 12-min misorientation for apertures of 
0.6 through 1.2 in. 

The rate of energy capture fall-off with increasing misorien-
tation is gratifyingly less than had been expected. System 
specifications had been set up at + 6 min due to an antici-
pated sharp drop off characteristic. 

Figure 15 shows the high, low, ahead, and behind curves for 
the 1.0-in.aperture from "Bullseye" through 2^-min misorien-
tation. It is probable that orientation tolerance can be 
opened to + 12-min without encountering efficiency losses 
greater than 0.025. All misorientation data reported were 
obtained with the quartz plate vacuum chamber window in place. 
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Fig. 2 Hartman t e s t schematic 
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Fig. k Zone 1 light pattern 

Fig. 5 Zone 8 light pattern 
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Fig. 6 CVG mirror tangential error, rain 
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CAVITY APERTURE DIAMETER. IN 

Fig. 7 CVG concentrator performance 

Fig. 8 Calorimeter installation 
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Fig. 9 Calorimeter t e s t operation 
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Fig. 11 Quartz p la te calorimeter on t e s t 
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Fig. 15 Misorientation effect, 1-in.aperture 
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